
Test Your Skills

Ambulance Attendants read safety bulletins.
Look at Safety Bulletin 3:2000.

What is an airport apron?

Which safety considerations address ambulance speed and use of lights?

Compare the danger between crossing the runway in front of or behind
the aircraft.

Chainsaw and Skidder Operators work in dangerous conditions.
They read safety information.
Look at the FATAL report from the Workers’ Compensation Board.

List 3 safe work practises that might have prevented this accident.

Consider that the written text is a correct description of the accident.
Describe how the drawing shows the setting and what happened. What is
included, what is left out, and what is unclear in the picture and the text?

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Level Three Plus

A Self Assessment is only an informal assessment of your skills. Please read Important Information About Your Score.



Test Your Skills

Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Level Three Plus
Task 1, 2 and 3

This document may have been adapted for www.towes.com
Content may not be current.



Test Your Skills

Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Level Three Plus
Task 4 and 5

This document may have been adapted for www.towes.com
Content may not be current.
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Industry: Logging Age: 25 Experience: A Few Years Area: Central Interior

Do not work directly below
yarding operations

A moving turn of logs brushed a spruce log lying on the sidehill. The disturbed spruce log then
rolled down the slope into the tree line, striking the hooktender who was standing near the
bottom edge of the tree line. The hooktender later died from his injuries.

At the time of the accident, only two rigging workers were working on the sidehill. The rigging
slinger was hooking up logs and giving the go-ahead signal to move the logs. Meanwhile, the
hooktender, who normally gave the go-ahead signal, was working directly below the yarding
operation, stringing a strawline to set up the next yarding road.

Safe work practices:
• Provide written safe work procedures to all workers and review them regularly.
• Never work directly below yarding operations.
• Stay in a position that

will put you in the clear
of all possible moving
logs.

• Never give the
go-ahead signal until
you are sure there are
no workers in the area
where logs might
accidentally roll.


